
These forces play upon the inherent tendency of the national 
bourgeoisie as a whole to compromise with imperialism, to 
hesitate from taking decisive anti-imperialist positions at 
moments of crisis. These weaknesses and these anti-national 
forces received a big fillip with the Chinese aggression in Octo
ber 1962. The h·ansgression of the borders of our country by 
a socialist state gave a field day to the imperialists and their 
pllies in India. The progressive foreign policy faced its most 
severe test. The memory of the frantic drive to bring India 
under US tutelage, under cover of talk of the defence of India 
against China, is still fresh in the minds of the people. 

A fierce class struggle raged in India in those days on the 
question of foreign policy. Basically the same forces that had 
brought this foreign policy to life fought and overcame the 
forces of imperialism and right reaction. At a most difficult 
time for the destiny of India the national democratic forces, 
aided by the understanding and support of the majority of the 
socialist and Afro-Asian states, inflicted a defeat on imperialism 
and its allies. The repudiation of the VOA deal, the refusal to 
accept the US 'air umbrella', the support to the sovereignty of 
Cuba, the persistence in the demand that China be admitted 
to the UN and so on is evidence enough. In addition we have
the endorsement by the government of the Cairo declaration, the 
decision to actively participate in the next Afro-Asian confer
ence and the stand on the exclusive, peaceful utilisation of
nuclear power. 

The imperialist-inspired and backed aggression by Pakistan 
against our country posed yet another serious chal1enge to the 
foreign policy in its fundamentals. That challenge, too, was 
successfully met. Not only were the aggressors defeated but the 
imperialist conspiracy smashed. Thanks to the noble role of 
the Soviet Union, a great achievement for the general line of 
the national foreign policy was secured through the Tashkent 
Declaration. 

One of the great achievements of the Indian people's long 
anti-imperialist struggle has been preserved intact. It is a policy 
which has won India moral prestige and brought it immeasu
rable material benefit. It is a policy which is essential for the 
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rapid fulfilment of the pledge of national rebirth. It would be

criminal complacency, however, to imagine that the battle is

over once and for all. The imperialists and their Indian allies

have not given up the fight. In particular they bank upon

blackmail on the question of Kashmir and the continuing anta

gonistic posture of China to continue their pressure for the re

versal of the present foreign policy.

The working class and its Party, going forward to the

accomplishment of the task of building the national democratic

front, see as one of cardinal duties the defence of this

foreign policy and the purging of its weaknesses. Ah-eady on

this issue a broad measure of national-democratic unity has been

achieved, greater in recent times tlmn ever before and far more

than on any other issue. This augurs well for the nation and

its future. 

VI. NATIONAL DEMOCRACY AND NON-CAPITALIST
PATH 

The ruling class in India has placed the country on the road

of independent capitalist development and continued its com

promise with imperialism and feudalism. It has shown itself

incapable of solving the basic pxoblems of national regenera

tion, of completing the essential tasks of the national-democratic

revolution. 

Their own painful experience has convinced the vast masse.;;

of our country that the capitalist path is the road of poverty,

exploitation and slow rates of growth. Living in an epoch when

socialism has immensely increased its power of attraction, they

feel that a path other than the capitalist path must be found for

the solution of the problems of national development and the

people's welfare. 
At the same time the Indian monopolists, the feudalists and

semi-feudalists, backed by imperialism, are seeking to use the

inherent contradictions of the capitalist path to subvert the
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nation, to stage a counter-revolution and convert India into aneo-colony. 
At such a critical moment the Communist Party of India places before the people precisely an alternative form of statepower and qualitatively different pattern of economic <rrowththe national-democratic state and the non-capitalist patl1. TheCPI holds that the capitalist state and its path have to be re.moved from the Indian scene by the national-democratic revo-1utionary movement of all the patriotic, democratic classes of,the country. It holds that the right reactionary plans to subvertthe nation have to be smashed. This dual task merges in a singlerevolutionary process. Only then can the tasks of national rebirtli be fulfilled and the conditions created for the transition to sodalism. 

The CPI is convinced that India's future lies with socialism,i.e., an economy where social and cooperative ownership of themeans of production replaces all forms of private property andwhere the state power is in the hands of the workers, toilingpeasants and urban petty-bourgeoisie, led by the working class.The problem is not the projection of this goal. Lenin long ag,>pointed out that the most important problem confronting seriow;revolutionaries is the one of transition to socialism. What transitional programme, state power and strategic slogans will rallyall the possible class forces that can be rallied, achieve themaximum possible isolation of the enemy and achieve the maxi•mum possible unity of the masses-that precisely is the problem.After deep research, prolonged discussion and exchange ofexperience with other contingents of the international commu·nist movement, the CPI .has come to the conclusion that themost appropriate transitiorin) form in India will be the state ofnational democracy and the non-capitalist path. Theoreticalanalysis and practical experience l1nvo proved that while thenational bourgeoisie cannot fulfil tl10 cardinal tasks of the antiJmperialist, anti-feudal democratic revolution, the non-monopolysections of the national bourgeoisie have still an important roleto play in the accomplishment of these tasks. Its anti-imperialist anti-feudal, democratic potential has not yet been exJ1austed. 
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It is because of this fact that the non-monopoly national bour
geoisie in India through its political representatives, especially 
Pandit Neln·u, retained a very large mass following among all 
sections of the Indian people. This mass following is deeply 
interested in the completion of the anti-imperialist, anti-feudal, 
democratic revolution. It has to be united to accomplish the 
national democratic revolution and brought into the national
democratic front. 

At the same time the non-monopoly national bourgeoisie is a 
class with a dual character. It has an inherent inclination to· 
compromise with imperialism and feudalism. It has not yet 
broken, either politically or economically, with its monopoly 
sections. It pursues together with them anti-people policies. 
Its aim is yet to build an independent, capitalist India and not 
a national-democratic non-capitalist India. It is opposed to the
revolutionisation of the masses. 

Hence, the CPI advocates a dual policy towards the non
monopoly national bourgeoisie-of unity as ·well as struggle.
Only by the pursuit of dual policy can it be brought into the
national democratic front. Only such a dual policy will impel
the masses under its leadership to firmly unite with the masses
under the leadership of the CPI and other forces of the demo
c/atic opposition. A correct understanding of the dual position
as well as the immense mass inH11cncc of the non-monopoly
national bourgeoisie in India alone will enable the CPI to cor
rectly work out the strategy and tactics of the national demo
cratic revolution in the speciflc conditions of our country. 

To carry out this revolution nn essential prerequisite is to
build the national.clemocratic front. 1110 Programme gives clear 
nnd concrete guidance on how this is to be done. It is quite 
evident that it is the working class that will have to take up
this task and initiate the process. This is its inescapable historic
responsibility. No other class, certainly not the non-monopoly
national bourgeoisie, can or will shoulder this responsibility. 

In class terms the national-democratic front must have as
its pivot worker-peasant unity. The entire peasantry, from the
rich peasantry to the agricultural labourers, must be brought
into the ambit of this front. The strength and striking power
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of the worker-peasant alliance will, to a large measure, deter
mine the extent to which and the period in which the non.monopoly national bourgeoisie also becomes a component partand builder of this front. The urban middle strata and theintelligentsia are another extremely important segment of thisfront. 

The Programme categoricalJy states that the main drivingforces of this front will be precisely the worker-peasantalliance and the mban middle strata, including the intelligentsia.It is the alliance of these three classes that will constitute theheart and core of the national-democratic front and it is mainlytheir united efforts that will bring it into being.
As the struggles, movements, organisation and striking powerof these classes gather momentum the process of differentiationin the national bourgeoisie, for which an objective basis exists,will sharpen. The mass base of the non-monopoly nationalbourgeoisie made up of these very classes will become increas.ingly radicalised, compelling it to shift its position and breakits present alliance with its monopoly counterparts.

As the isolation of the monopoly bourgeoisie, the landlordsand the imperialists increases with the gathering sweep and1>trength of the national-democratic revolutionary movement, astheir anti-national, anti-democratic character becomes increasingly revealed, the split in the Indian bourgeoisie will be accomplished. The non-monopoly national bourgeoisie will make a decisive turn to the national-democratic front and help the process of its consolidation and growth.
Various forms of mass struggle for the economic demandsof the workers, peasants and urban middle strata will play avital role in the ideological-political awakening of these classesas well as in the strengthening of their organisations. Sweepingnational mass movements for the realisation of the alternativeprogramme of the non-capitalist path are essential for the bring.ing into being of the national-democratic front. These struggles, these national mass movements, combined with parliamentm:y forms of struggle, are aimed at defeating and isolating theenemies of the national-democratic revolution-the monopolvbourgeoisie, the imperialists and the landlords. It is aimed at
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bringing about radical changes in the policies and set-up of the

government. 
The culmination of this struggle and mass movement will be

a qualitative, revolutionary leap in which the present state

power of the exclusive rule of the entire bourgeoisie will be

ended. At the crest of the revolutionary struggle a new, national-

democratic state power will take its place. This new state power

will be a bloc of the working class, the entire peasantry, the

t1rban middle strata and the non-monopoly national bourgeoisie.

In this class alliance the exclusive leadership of the working

class is not yet established, though the exclusive leadership cf

the bomgeoisie no longer exists. 

This perspective of the sharing of leadership, as well as of

power, hetween the working class and the non-monopoly sections

of the national bourgeoisie is a specific aspect of the concept of

national democracy as applied to Indian conditions. It demar

cates this concept from the older concept of people's democracy,

in which the same four-class coalition is led by the working

class alone, found suitable for China and the first phase of re

volution in Eastern Europe and previously accepted by the CPI

as its goal also. Deeper study of the specific conditions in India

as well of the new epoch in which the Indian national-democra

tic revolution proceeds led the Party to make a re-evaluation of

the present role and future potential of the non-monopoly na

tional bourgeoisie. 

It came to the conclusion that although it is a part of the

ruling class and although it continues to compromise with im·

perialism and feudalism, it is still objectively interested in the

accomplishment of the principal tasks of the anti-imperialist,

anti-feudal democratic revolution. Moreover, in the new epoch,

with the increasing superiority of the forces of world socialism

and anti-imperialism, the non-monopoly national bourgeoisie

has greater objective possibilities of withstanding reactionary

and imperialist pressures and blandishments, has greater objec

tive possibilities of shifting towards the national-democratic

front, under the pressure of the revolutionary movement.

Finally, as noted earlier, the CPI took into account the fact

that the Indian non-monopoly national bourgeoisie has a far
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stronger economic, political iniluence and experience -than thepatriotic sections of the bourgeoisie of China or the anti-fascistsections of the bourgeoisie in Eastern Europe during the pariodof the national-democratic revolutions in those countries. Thus, the CPI came to the two-fold conclusion: under theleadership of the non-monopoly national bourgeoisie the national-democratic revolution cannot be completed. At the �amctime, even before the exclusive leadership of the working classis established, even while the non-monopoly national bourgeoisieshares leadership, the tasks of this revolution can be fulfilled. At the same time, the Programme outlines the perspective ofthe development of the national-democratic stage of the revolution. It points out that this is a trnnsitional stage i.e., creatingthe conditions for the transition to socialism. In the course ofimplementing the national-democratic non-capitalist programme,the balance of forces within the national-democratic state willcontinuously shift in favour of the working class and the workerpeasant alliance, paving the way for the exclusive leadership ofthe working class in this state. As it is based on the workerpeasant alliance and as the working class is the conscious initiator and builder of the national-democratic front, it will increasingly come to occupy the leading position in the alliance.Such is the complete, realistic and revolutionary sh·ategic perspective that the CPI Programme places before our people. Itis necessary, however, to concretise the class relationships sketched out in terms of their present-day political articulation. Inother words, it is not enough merely to state the classes whowill unite to form the national-democratic front. The Programme has to-and does-go further to state its position withregard to the existing political parties and their possible attitude·to this front. 
The Party of the working class, the CPI, will have to initiateand play the most conscious role in building this front.Its strategic, revolutionary duty is precisely the fulfllment ofthis task, which it has to bear in mind through all the ups and'downs in the multifarious activities that it has to undertake. The progressive and socialist elements and forces in the·different parties of the left democratic opposition represent the
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;petty bourgeoisie, the peasantry and even the non-monopoly 
national bourgeoisie. Sections of the leadership of these parties 
.are anti-communist �nd often opportunistically ally with right 

1·eaction. They have to be combated and the prejudices and 
,opportunism they spread have to be patiently overcome. At 
;the same time, the CPI can spare no effort to draw these ele
ments, groups and parties into the front. 

The monopolists, imperialists and landlords also have their 
political parties who unabashedly and consciously fight to stage 
a counter-revolution in India. These are the parties of right 
reaction, both of an all-India as well as local character. They 
are the Swatantra, Jana Sangh, Akali, 1.foslim League, DMK, 
RSS and Jamait Islami. These are the parties and organisations 
who are the most vicious anti-communist and anti-national 
-enemies of India's national-democratic revolution.

They have to be mercilessly fought and the masses under
their influence have to be weaned away. Their demagogy and
their playing upon the prejudices of the masses have to be re
lentlessly exposed. Those anxious to build the national-demo
c:ratic front can have no h·uck with these parties and organi-
-sations.

The Congress is a party with a dual character. In its leader-
-ship at different levels the right reactionary forces of monopo
lists and landlords arc strongly entrenched. At the same time
the non-monopoly national bourgeoisie as well as petty bour
geoisie are also prominently present at all levels. Moreover,
as the party that led the struggle for freedom as well as took
measures to consolidate independence, under Pandit Nehrn's
leadership, it has an extensive mass base of all social classes--a
far bigger mass base than any other political party in India.

Unless the division between the masses following the Con• 
gress and those following the parties of the left democratic op
position-the biggest division in the democratic forces-is over
rome no national-democratic front can be built in India. This 
division cannot be overcome if the CPI, the initiator and builder 
of the national-democratic front, does no.t adopt a proper 
poJicy towards the different sections in the Congress. The na
tional-democratic front cannot be formed through a merger 
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with the Congress or entering into a formal alliance with it. 
This would be to overlook the fact that the right reactionary 
enemies of this front are strongly entrenched in the Congress. 
and that the non-monopoly national bourgeoisie is itself a class 
with a dual approach to this front. 

The building of this front has to proceed through struggle 
against the right in the Congress with equal determination as 
against the right outside it. The building of this front has also 
to proceed by taking note of the process of formation of pro
gressive trends in the Congress and by making ceaseless efforts 
to forge unity with all representatives of these trends. Such 
unity has to be built through a direct approach, common mass, 
movements and convergent struggles. It has to be built through 
struggles to smash right reaction, bring about a shift to the left 
in government policies as well as for the alternative national
democratic programme. 

The building of this front has, fmther, to proceed' 
by isolating the right in the Congress by a policy 
of sharpening the objective differences between the re
presentatives of the monopoly and non-monopoly sections of 
the national bomgeoisie, i.e., by not only snuggling against but 
also uniting with the latter. Its compromises with the right 
and its anti-people policies have to be fought. Its stand against 
imperialism, its opposition to the right attempt to subvert na
tionally-accepted progressive policies have to be supported. 

Such is the complex, dialectical process by which the na
tional-democratic front will be built and the national-democra
tic revolution brought to success. Onesided stressing of any 
particular aspect will only damage this strategic perspective. 

VII. PROGRAMME OF NON-CAPITALIST PATH

The new national-democratic state power, which is the stra
tegic objective of the present stage of our revolution, will im
plement a programme of national regeneration for rapid econo
mic growth, raising living standards of the masses and their 
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active participation in production. This is the programme of 
the non-capitalist path. In essence, tbere is no difference here 
between those who uphold the concept of national democracy and 
those who adhere to the view of people's democracy as the more 
witable state po,ver in India after the success of the national-
democratic revolution. Why is a non-capitalist path postulated't 

First, because the present capitalist path pursued by the na
tional bourgeoisie as a whole has conclusively demonstrated that 
the national regeneralion of India, that the carrying out of the 
national-democratic programme, is impossible along it. With
out the defeat and reversal of the capitalist path, India cannot 
advance as a nation in the diJ:ection of complete economic free
dom and full democracy. Just as the national bourgeois stat� 
power has to be overthrown to achieve this end, so also has its 
programme of capitalist development to be reversed and de-
feated. 

Second, to effect the transition to socialism proper material 
and subjective conditions have to he created. This transitional 
stage is the national-dcmocrntic state implementing a non
capitalist path. Just as ill this stale power tho national bour
geoisie, shorn of its monopoly clements, will be a participant, 
so also the non-capitalist path will not mean the immediate· 
liqui3.ation of all capitalist relations. The non-monopoly na
tional bourgeoisie, both urban and rural, will have a definite 
scope for development and role to play in the accomplishment 
of the task of the national regeneration of India. What is tho 
concrete essence of the non-capitalist path in the specific con
ditions of India? 

( i) Foreign monopoly capital will be completely eliminated.
The economic basis of imperialism in our counh·y will be totally 
shattered. No further entry of private foreign capital will be
permitted. 

(ii) The state sector will be rapidly strengthened and made
the dominant element in the national economy. This will be
done by developing key and heavy industries in ·the state sector .. 
In addition, extensive nationalisation of existing units in bank
ing, general insurance, foreign trade, oil, coal ancl other mine'> 
as well as plantations will be immediately undertaken. Further. 
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